Ostriches or Eagles?

Ostriches and eagles are two majestic birds with very different reputations. One is a symbol for apathy and denial, with its head buried in the sand; while the other soars at great heights, symbolizing freedom, power, and achievement. Today, we find both of these attitudes on the campuses of Seventh-day Adventist educational facilities. What have we learned about risk management since our pioneers organized the first Seventh-day Adventist school in Battle Creek, Michigan, 131 years ago? Will we further the vision of our founders, or will we forget the lessons learned from past events? Will we ignore practices that can cause serious injuries, needless loss of life, or damage and loss of the assets entrusted to our care?

Are our school administrators acting like ostriches, with their heads buried in the sand of apathy and denial? Or are they soaring like eagles to new heights by making safety a priority throughout the ministry of Adventist education? The choice is ours each day. Every person has a part to play in ensuring school safety—educational administrators, teachers, auxiliary employees, and volunteers.

“We have nothing to fear for the future, except as we forget the way the Lord has led us in the past...”—familiar words to Seventh-day Adventists from the pen of Ellen G. White. This sound counsel can be applied to the risk-management practices at every Adventist institution.

Today, many Adventist schools face risk-management challenges. All educators have a duty to follow the counsel of the Apostle Paul to the young pastor Timothy: “Guard what has been entrusted to your care...” (1 Timothy 6:20, NIV). In essence, risk management means being a faithful steward of the assets entrusted to us. These assets include every person who enters our classrooms or sets foot on campus—especially students. It involves the proper care and maintenance of facilities, vehicles, and equipment. It requires careful planning to prevent accidents, and treating employees with respect and care, thereby avoiding litigious actions that can cause financial loss. Are we up to these challenges? Let’s examine some recent events that suggest risk-management measures we can employ to prevent similar losses in the future.

**Risk Management Challenges**

*Maintenance of Facilities.* To effectively manage risk, we must first do a careful review of our fa-
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Satan is at work destroying precious children during the prime time when they are making decisions about their lifelong walk with Jesus? In North America, much is being done to create awareness and to pre-screen individuals who minister to our children. We must make protection of our children a top priority on our campuses.

Planning Activities. The Psalmist said: “The angel of the Lord encampeth round about them that fear him, and delivereth them . . .”; therefore, no harm will befall the activities planned by our schools, right? Ostrich thinking at work again. Yes, the Lord does promise His watch care, but unless we carefully plan activities, provide appropriate supervision, and require the use of proper safety equipment, accidents do occur and will continue to do so. Solomon admonished us with these words: “Where there is no counsel, the people fall, but in the multitude of counselors there is safety” (Proverbs 11:14, NKJV). It is vital to carefully review plans for school field trips, mission trips, band or choir tours, beach vespers, and other types of trips. Before authorizing an activity, administrators, board members, parents, and adult lay leaders have the duty and the right to examine the planning that has taken place. There is synergy in the collective power of individuals working together to review the details of activities before they occur. It takes courage to cancel or postpone an activity to avoid placing children at risk if the activity cannot be done safely. Unfortunately, we have seen the tragic loss of life occur during activities that were poorly planned or not properly supervised. Permanent paralyzing injuries have caused pain and disability to both children and adults. Many accidents could have been prevented if we had taken time to carefully plan the details. Situations that caused catastrophic injuries have brought multi-million-dollar claim settlements. Every school employee must ensure that safety is a major focus of all event planning.

Professional Employment Practices. “Adventist employees would never sue their church.” “Adventist employers always treat their employees with dignity, respect, and professionalism.” If you believe this, please join the ostrich family. Unfortunately, in today’s litigious society, employees who believe the church has wronged them often bring lawsuits that produce large damage awards. Lawsuits for workplace discrimination, defamation, and wrongful termination have cost the church six-figure settlements on many occasions. Today, we must insist on the best in denominational employment and human-resource practices. Employers must educate employees regarding the numerous employee-benefit programs to which they may be entitled. More and more, employees will have a choice of various alternative programs, which means information must be given at the time of employment and portability options properly explained at the time of transfer or termination. The Golden Rule, “Do to others as you would have them do to you” (NRSV), is sound risk-management counsel as we interact with colleagues and associates in employment-related situations.

Administrators should receive training in how to deal sensitively with people from diverse backgrounds and cultures. Schools should establish—and enforce—policies relating to fair treatment of employees and students.

Travel Safety. Travel presents numerous risks. Permission and medical authorization forms must be obtained from parents or guardians and kept on hand. Important documents must be protected—passports, visas, credit cards, and health insurance cards.
cards, and cash are ready targets for thieves. Luggage, backpacks, and especially laptop computer cases are often stolen in a moment of un-watchfulness.

Learning different cultural customs and practices can be challenging. Keep aware of your surroundings in order to avoid injury or loss. Make arrangements in advance for appropriate travel accident insurance for your group. Failure to plan for the details of each trip may result in unnecessary disruption by that pesky ostrich syndrome. Whenever a group goes on a trip sponsored by a denominational organization, these factors must be considered.

Soar Like an Eagle

Will risk management soar on your campus? The decision is yours. Isaiah reminds us that we need not live like an ostrich. “Those who hope in the Lord will renew their strength. They will soar on wings like eagles” (Isaiah 40:31, NIV). Our hope and confidence is found in the loving arms of our Lord.

Adventist Risk Management is proud of its heritage in serving our church. We are committed to continue to provide quality risk-management programs carefully designed to meet the needs and vision of a dynamic Adventist educational system. In upcoming issues, we will share specific risk-management solutions that focus on how your school can undertake practical steps to avoid the pitfalls of the past and prevent unnecessary losses. We believe the Lord wants us to apply best practices in all aspects of ministry. We invite you to include risk management as part of everything your school undertakes so your ministry of Christian education will soar like an eagle!
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